Why we don’t want to go to NARUE or Papa New Gini

1. As all of you awarded of this that previous time when refugees were taken to Narue they become Syco or Crazy, they are repeat same case with us.

2. As you aware of this that we already put our life in danger and reach till Christmas Island, and if you took us to Narue or Papa New Gini it would be very harmful and Injustice with us.

3. As we experienced last time in Narue, cases were processing so slow and took so many years that people were Compal to deport their self. And than they all face same Dangerous condition that they scape from, as people we know that they deported their self and got killed which were also showing SBC TV Channel in program of Go Back to your Country as Dated 28 of August 2012 08:00 PM.

4. You are send us to Narue because you want to show to the world that if you come to Australia to would be taken to Narue and you are making us as Symbol? And you are Afraiding people that if you come towards Australia we will give you same punishment and we got the result that you are making Narue for Afraiding people.

5. Until we reach here we were in the way like in Jakarta, and many Camps and Jail and in way so we spend about 2 to 2.5 years. So you are going to send us to Narue for more 4 to 5 years, Is is justice with us that were going to be lock down for many more years.

6. We came to Australia to be protected by Australian Government and Australian Government sending us to third Country, it is Justice with us? And it’s humanity with us?

7. We arrived here by facing lot’s of trouble and danger the way, we 1st cross Malaysian water by so many danger and than come to Indonesia, so hardly and by chance we reach in Christmas Island and even we lost our 1 friend in the way while we coming towards Christmas island. And we here by bad chance they are going to send us in Narue and they are going to make us as Symbol for the people. So it named it Narue and PNG that people does not come towards Australia, because they want to close the way and stoped people from coming. So you think this is Justice with Humanity and with us?

8. Here in our group some of us spend about 1 to 2 years in Indonesia waiting for his result and also we know person that Jailed for more than years so they were total not supported by UNHCR.

9. In Indonesia in Camps OR you named it Jail people get died because of beating by Officers. UNHCR do not helped them, same UNHCR what can do for us in Narue or PNG.

10. We belong of HAZARA Ethnicity and we are Muslim Shia we got killed because of our Ethnicity and religion and we look different from other Nation which is leaving around us so they can easily recognize us and killed us. And also Governments are supporting our Enemies in the Area. Because of these all situation we need to find some secure place and we came here that we got some security. And when we reach in Christmas Island we feel that now we
are saved. After 10 days' when we hear about sending us to Narue or PNG so our all hopes for life is finished and we are again going to be send to our homeland. And we got worried all the time and Australia that is like Humanity so it's going to take our life health everything from us.

11. If we go to Narue or PNG for 4 to 5 years so our family also get tension about our health, security etc so even they can not leave which they were leaving before. If we really wanted to come throw UNHCR process so we could submit our cases in UNHCR office in Quetta Pakistan or Kabul Afghanistan because there is also UNHCR Office Located in the Area.

12. It's confirmed that if you took us to Narue for many years be sure that we would have some types of mental, syco or crazy? Which Developed Country needs Crazy refugees in their Country?

13. If you really want to stop coming people in Australia so UNHCR need to speed up their process in Indonesia, that people do not come any more in this Dangerous way, if people would really know that just in a year I would be recognized as refugees or not they would not ever come in this Dangerous way, as we mentioned before processes are to slow and it's took for 2 to 3 years to be recognized as refugees and send up to Australia, we know person that just waiting for 9 to 12 months just for his ticket to come to the Australia.

14. One of our friends relative is used to work with UN in Kandahar Afghanistan so UN office had been threaten that if you do not close your office all of you would be killed, so he escape from his area and went to India, so now it's passed up about 3.5 years that he is still in India, and UN didn't do anything for that, and he is leaving in their own expense, if UN can not support their Employees for refugees process for so long so how UN can process our Case so fast that we got out of camps before we got Crazy.

15. **“Some Questions”**

16. When we came at the 1st time you should have to tell us that Government of Australia has changes the law for Refugees and if we take you we will send you to Narue or PNG not Christmas Island.

17. After being for 10 days in Christmas Island Camp they want to apply New law of Refugees for us.

18. You made law for the people that don't come to Australia throw boat because of so many Danger, so we already being with all so what do you think it is Justice with us.

19. According to Australian Law of Immigration it is clearly written that if anyone comes to Australia illegally so it will be kept in Australia not a third Country like Narue or PNG.

20. We came here according to Australian Law so please kingly process our cases according to Australian Law not a International law.

21. When law changes so we were in water with out any media connection because we start our journey at 9 of August 2012 so if we would new about new law so we would ever never come to this dangerous way and put our life in Danger. So we were waiting in Indonesia for our case processes, so in Indonesia cases are processing so slow and people are facing lot's of difficulties.
22. If Australian Government took us to Narue or PNG so they would treat with us like animal as we would become tired of this all thing as we experienced last time when Narue was open.

23. As you know in Quetta Pakistan, Afghanistan and Para Chinar of Pakistan people got killed for many years so where is UN, Red Cross or many other Organization that helping people?

24. If we Taken to Narue we even don’t know weather they will accept us or Reject, or if we remain their for 2 to 4 years and Got for Bit if member of our family got killed so we would be crazy their.

25. Immigration officer told us that International Law would be same for all people weather you are applying from Pakistan, Afghanistan or Narue or PNG, so we already spend so much time do you think this is justice with us that we already being in so many danger.

26. Australia’s slogans are we love humanity and we want to help them and we never refuse them? If this is the case why they are sending us to Narue or PNG and playing with our lives and destroying our future.

27. we came here to be free from our lives difficulties, which we had at the past so you are again creating same situation for us and for our family

28. We singed the paper that yes you can detained us in under section 189(3) migration act 1958? Does it have any value?

29. There is written on the paper that Christmas Island is the place to detain under lawful and Non-Citizen can they send us out of Australia in 3rd country?

30. A country who signed the paper of UNHCR that she will accept asylum seekers? Does international law or UNHCR given permission them she can send Asylum seekers from her country to any other 3rd country?

31. They informed us after 10 days on 24th August 2012, that the law is changed on 13th August 2012 and they said that we informing you after 10 days, because we get information after 10 days. Is it possible that immigration is don’t know that the law is changed.

32. The law is announced on 13th August 2012 and approved by parliament on 17 August. How is this possible that parliament approved on 17th so how can they applied this law from 13th of August?

33. If the law has been changed why they gave us the paper section 189(3) action 1958 and they should gave us the paper according to new law
THE STORY OF BOAT NO. 411

We start our journey from Jakarta at 9th August 2012, when we cross the Indonesian water at that time our boat was not in good condition, because we were in the water for so many day’s. The condition of water is not good it has big waves. In this situation we struggle a lot to reach in the International water, our boat got hole at that time. So in 13th August 2012 we called Australian rescue team for help.

After calling for help, we were searching for help about 11 hours in international water, after 11 hours of searching we saw a big ship and we called again Australian rescue team and they said this boat will help you people Australian rescue team said we already informed them to rescue you people.

The day of 14 August 2012 at 7:00 pm we arrived by Singaporian ship that helped us in Christmas Island. When Australian rescue team brought us on the land there was Immigration officer and told us are you agree that we take you under section 189(3) of the migration at 1958 act and we agreed and signed the paper.